★ Digital Nomad Revolution ★
100s of Online Entrepreneurs & Freelancers gather for the
first Digital Nomad Conference
BERLIN -- January 01, 2015 - The online world continues to pave the way for an array of new job
prospects, and one group is seizing the opportunity to combine their love of both work and travel. Digital
Nomads leave their offices behind and live location independent, running their businesses and serving
clients from various corners of the world. On July 31st and August 1st 2015, online workers will gather at
DNX GLOBAL (www.dnxglobal.com): Digital Nomad Conference in Berlin to educate ongoing freelancers
and entrepreneurs on this lifestyle and connect with those who are already living it.
“We met hundreds of other Digital Nomads in the last three years, and they all have one thing in common:
They would like to connect more with other people living that lifestyle,” says Marcus Meurer, Founder DNX
GLOBAL. “People are constantly asking us how to get started with this lifestyle, and we met many
freelancers and entrepreneurs who are just one step away from beginning their dream career. To satisfy the
huge demand of online workers looking for more information, motivation, and connections, we set up the
first conference for Digital Nomads: DNX GLOBAL.”
Over 700 people attended 2014’s two DNX conferences in Berlin. Building off of their feedback, in 2015,
DNX GLOBAL will offer a number of workshops to spread awareness of self-employment options for travel
enthusiasts.
The event’s keynote speakers come from various backgrounds. The line-up includes bestselling Amazon
author Natalie Sisson, TED Conference speaker Derek Sivers, long term traveling Digital Nomad Cody
McKibben and international travel blogger Sabrina Iovino. Each speaker is prepared to share his or her
work experiences, and these talks will reveal both the challenges and advantages that come with location
independent careers. Attendees will benefit from practical advice on how to get started, as well as tips on
sustaining the lifestyle.
With this many entrepreneurs and freelancers in one place, the event also serves as a useful networking
opportunity. Whether at the pre-event, free breakfast or after show party, attendees can compare notes,
exchange contact information, and help each other develop sustainable online businesses.
Visit DNX GLOBAL official website for schedule and ticket information: http://www.dnxglobal.com

About the DNX Team
Berlin natives and online entrepreneurs Marcus Meurer (www.marcusmeurer.com) and Felicia Hargarten
(www.feliciahargarten.com) founded DNX with the intention to spread the word about location independent
careers. They have joined forces with Max H. Breckbill (http://about.me/mbreck), an American expatriate
entrepreneur in Berlin, to bring the DNX GLOBAL to the international scene.
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